
The other end of the cable connects to the 
box under the backglass. There is a cover 
over the power box . Lower right hand cor-
ner. You will need to remove that cover . 

See The Stern manual on this for additional 
help..

STAR WARS ARMOR ILLUMINATION KIT
INSTALLATION GUIDE

READ ME FIRST!
By installing this modification, you understand that every pinball machine is created differently.  

Voltages may vary from machine to machine and that there is a possible risk of damage involved that  
may be caused to you and/or your pinball machine. PinGraffix2.0 Inc. accepts no responsibility or liability for any such events whatso-

ever. By installing this modification you accept these terms. If you do not agree, PinGraffix2.0 Inc. Will give a full refund to the customer 
upon receiving the product back in brand-new unused condition.
WARNING - DANGER ELECTRICAL SHOCK

Pinball machines have high voltages which can cause  
DANGER TO LIFE AND LIMB. TURN POWER OFF and UNPLUG PINBALL  

MACHINE prior to installation.  
INSTALL UPON YOUR OWN RISK

1st - Unplug the game 
from the wall. 

You will need to connect 
the EL Box to dolllar bill 
validator cable. This cable 
is proabably in your coin 
box.



Run the cable into the lower front cabinet. 

Place the EL Box somewhere behind the speaker 
area in the lower cabinet

Connect EL box to the other 
end of Dollar bill  
validator cable.

Now start removing the armor 
from the sides of the game 
one at a time.



Remove the cardboard white inserts that are installed from the factory and place the EL Paper 
on the Armor with the connectors facing towards the backglass area.

These are held in with some dabs of adhesive.. placed on the ends and the middle. You can 
leave the glue residue as it will help you with the installation of the blade kit. You will need to 
use some electrical tape or a glue gun to attach the panels to the inside armor edges.

Lay the EL overlays into the armor with the white site facing outward. 
Now Put the Armor back on the game witht the connectors facing towrads the backglass.

Now its time to loosen the 
bracket bolts one side a a time 
from the backbox and let the 
hinges drop down. 

Left side

Right side



Reconnect the hinges to the 
backbox and proceed to run the 
wires behind and around the 
hinges up into the backbox and 
then down into the lower cabinet

Connect the Power leads into 
the click in connectors inside  
the lower cabinet



Turn the power swicth on the EL box to the on posiion.  
Put you playfield glass on and Plug you game back into the wall 

You Have now completed the installation.


